Pulled & Diced Chicken

Convenient and Versatile Ingredients
for a Variety of Menu Offerings
Recipe-Ready Varieties

With recipe-ready chicken at your fingertips, it’s easy to create customer
pleasing dishes such as salads, nachos, stir-fry, soups and more. Pierce Chicken®
fully cooked pulled and diced chicken in your freezer affords you the luxury of
an ingredient you’ll need for several sections on your menu: appetizers, soups,
salads and a wide variety of entrees.

Why Pierce Pulled & Diced Chicken?
• Superior quality chicken delivers exceptional flavor
• Fully cooked and frozen for safer food handling
• Wide variety of sizes and white-to-dark meat ratios for complete menu versatility
• Protein packed, lean and nutritious chicken
• Convenient alternative to fresh product, saves prep time and reduces cross-contamination risk

Pierce Chicken diced breast meat
slow cooked with fire-roasted corn,
tomatoes, garlic and black beans.

Diced
Cubed and portion-cut
chicken chunks

Pulled
Hand-pulled chicken pieces

Find ingredients, prep instructions and nutritionals
for this recipe and others at poultry.com.

Salad Chips
Shredded chicken meat

Product
Code
Description
DICED CHICKEN
White Meat
111348
1/2" Diced Breast Meat, marinated/seasoned
111354
1/2" Diced Breast Meat, marinated
110120
3/4" Diced Breast Meat, marinated
Natural Proportion
110123
1/2" Diced Natural Proportion Meat, marinated
Reverse Blend
110119
1/2" Diced Reverse Blend Meat, marinated
Mostly Dark
111334
1/2" Diced 80/20 Dark/White Meat, marinated
PULLED CHICKEN
110172
Pulled Breast Meat
SALAD CHIPS
111331
Breast Meat Salad Chips

Net
Weight (lb.)

10
10
10
10

Our
Our Pledge
Pledge to
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Standards
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Food Safety
Safety
When it comes to protecting your operation
and customers, we simply won’t compromise
our food safety standards.
Pierce Chicken maintains an intensive,
HACCP-based quality assurance program.
On-site USDA inspectors and a stateof-the-art tracking system enable us to
trace the origin of every case we ship.
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Let’s Share a Taste of Success

We know chicken is essential to your menu. That’s why Pierce Chicken is committed to helping you succeed.
From 1951 to today, Pierce Chicken has provided fun, innovative, business-building chicken products to foodservice.
But more than anything, Pierce Chicken means Quality and Great Taste. It always has. Contact us today to find
your chicken solution.
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